
Norwegian MOD Begins JTLS Training 

  

            Representatives of the Norwegian National Defense Headquarters have begun a series of 

training events to prepare for the installation and use of the Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) 

to support future command post exercises (CAXs) and civil-military analyses. The first contingent 

completed a week of advanced modeling concepts and database preparation in June 2011. The 

intensive training was developed specifically for the MOD and conducted by ROLANDS & 

ASSOCIATES Corporation (R&A) engineers at the R&A Modeling and Simulation Center. 

  

            Course work included discussions and interactive training in;  

1.      Exercise configuration and model runtime considerations;  

2.      The exercise scenario development process;  

3.      Terrain, barrier and hex size decisions;  

4.      Order of battle and logistics support structures; and  

5.      The impacts of various database environmental factors on unit movement and tactical 

operations.  

  

            Specific functional algorithm presentations included how Lanchester Combat is represented; 

direct support artillery provided by both land artillery units and ships at sea; counter-battery artillery 

fire; engineering tasks such as bridge emplacement and minefield operations; High Resolution Unit 

(HRU, special forces) operations both in a combat role and also as intelligence gathering assets; Air 

Mission detection and IFF classification; and Close Air Support (CAS) operations. 

  

            Logistics topics included: how supply movement can be represented by air, sea, and land; 

how supplies are consumed by forces during the game; how requisitions for resupply up the support 

chain are generated, processed, and filled; how Days of Supply Forward are determined and used; 

use of the Automated Supply Calculation tool (ASC) during database development; repair and 

replacement of combat systems from supplies; and finally Supply Cache operations. 

  

            JTLS is the world’s premier theater level simulation. The software is configuration managed 

by the U.S. Joint Coalition Warfare Directorate USJCWD[1]. It is developed, maintained and 

distributed by R&A. Information about JTLS and its availability may be obtained at 

www.ROLANDS.com or email news.release@ROLANDS.com. 

  



The JTLS software is reconfigurable on-the-fly and is configuration managed by the 

USJFCOM Joint Warfighting Center. JTLS is developed, maintained and distributed by ROLANDS 

& ASSOCIATES Corporation (R&A), Del Rey Oaks (Monterey),  

California. Contact Dr. Roland, President@ROLANDS.com, for general questions about 

JTLS and its availability  

Please send your email to Admin@JTLS.org  if you wish to be removed from this list. 

 

 

 

[1] The USJFCOM/JWFC will disappear as of 1 AUG. After that it will be the JCS/J-7/ Joint 

Coalition Warfighting Center (JCWC) 

 


